When passion meets soul…that’s MORBLUS!
MORBLUS (I) has been a synonym for an intriguing sound of Blues, Soul, Bluesrock and Rhythm & Blues for more than 20 years.
The spirit and soul of their music does not only become apparent live on stage but also in their recordings which mainly consist of
original songs written and arranged by frontman Roberto Morbioli. There’s one thing in common: With their wide repertoire of Blues
classics, modern Soul pieces and original compositions and with an unbridled amount of adrenaline, the quartet evokes an
unforgettable music experience which with its power and groove carries its audiences away more than any other act in the
European music scene.
Well known for their energetic sound, by fans and musicians alike, in Europe and beyond, MORBLUS has toured Italy with John
Mayall, and Robben Ford and played the legendary B.B. King Blues Club in Memphis, Tennessee.
In their last 20 years of band history, MORBLUS looks back at an impressing journey to the great stages in Europe and acquired a
big fan community especially in their home country Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and Luxemburg.
JUSTINA LEE BROWN is one of Nigeria’s most promising new talents and performs with MORBLUS since 2012.
A newcomer to many people, Justina is an old pro when it comes to being a live performer. Internationally, she has graced stages in
Switzerland, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Austria, UK and Kenya and has developed into a charismatic, confident live performer who
amazes audiences with her boundless energy and her creativity.
Live and on record, her powerful and versatile voice perfectly complements her music, a modern and original mix of Soul and
Rhythm & Blues, not forgetting a generous helping of her strong stage performance and presence.
Cahors Blues Festival (F), Ameno Blues Festival (I), Horsens Blues Festival (DK), Binkom Blues (B),
Vienna Blues Spring (A), Blues Festival Frauenfeld (CH), Swing Wespelaar (B)
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